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1. Introduction
At previous gully erosion conferences, the effect of
surface seal development on gully formation and growth
was analyzed (Prasad and Römkens, 2003) and the effect of
hydrological conditions on gully growth was discussed
(Römkens and Prasad, 2005). In the latter study, it was
suggested that seepage forces, i.e., exit gradients, may
appreciable affect gully growth and that solutions of
Laplace’s equations for a quasi-steady state flow field might
be helpful in assessing the effect of seepage on gully
growth. In this presentation, seepage flow is discussed,
based on selected studies that used conformal mapping
procedures. These studies may be helpful in making
assessments of the impact of seepage on gully erosion.
2. Theory
a homogeneous, isotropic aquifer with free as well as closed
boundaries. Specifically, he analyzed, among others, the
case of (i) drainage to a water free rectangular ditch with
vertical, impervious, straight walls and (ii) the case of
drainage to a partially filled ditch with vertical, pervious,
walls. The solution obtained for case (ii) is:
Fig. 1a. Flow field to be
rectangular ditch without
water and a permeable
vertical wall with seepage
(After v. Deemter).
Fig. 1b. Flow field to be
rectangular ditch water
height ho and impervious
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Fig. 2. Flow field to a partially filled ditch and an impervious side
wall and a buffer zone with widcth c. Q is seepage per unit ditch
length.
Fig. 3. Flow to a straight seepage surface. (a) The complex z-plane
configuration, and (b) the complex potential-stream function
representation.
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